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Materials

by Jodie

To Make the Necklace
Thirty-eight 4mm silver plated rounds MB004 (A)
Three 10x12mm fern green chamfered rectangular crystal
beads CC1045 (B)
Ten 8x6mm teal AB crystal oval beads CC1122 (C)
Ten 8x6mm peridot AB crystal oval beads CC1123 (D)
Two seahorse pendants MB870
Three whelk shell pendants MB877
Three angel fish pendants MB840
Three 4mm silver plated jump rings FN141
Nine 6mm silver plated jump rings FN142
Two pairs of silver plated box lace ends FN150
1.5m of 1mm sea foam cotton thonging CT1036
One silver plated medium lobster clasp FN023

Finished Length
20cm

or order project pack SEL396
You will also need a pair of flat-faced pliers, an extra pair of
pliers to help to open the jump rings and scissors
Difficulty Rating
4/10
working with thonging,
jump rings and lace ends

Making The Bracelet

1

Prepare the Charms - Attach a 4mm jump ring to each of the angel fish
and whelk shell pendants.

Cut the thonging into eight equal lengths ready to add the beads.

If you would like more information on using jump rings,
lace ends and thonging see the
Loops & Linking and Threading with Thong
free downloads under the TECHNIQUES tab on
www.spellboundbead.co.uk

2

Divide the crystal beads into eight piles. Divide the pendants between
the piles - perhaps put two pendants in one pile and move an extra large
crystal bead to the pile without a pendant so the beads are well assorted.

3

Thread the Strands - Using the 1A to space the crystal beads and the
pendants thread up the eight strands.

4

Securing the Strands - Attach the lace ends to the strands to create one
set of three strands and one set of five strands.

Link the lace ends together in pairs using a 4mm jump ring at each end. Add
the clasp with a 4mm jump ring to one end and the 6mm jump ring to the
other.
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